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INTRODUCTION TO SEAN JOYCE – CORPORATE COUNSEL

Sean Joyce is a corporate and commercial lawyer practising in Auckland. Sean is also an accredited 
NZX Sponsor, which enables him to sponsor his client companies applications for listing on the 
markets operated by NZX Limited. Sean has a Bachelor of Arts Degree and a Law Degree with 
Honours from Auckland University, and has over 20 years’ experience in a wide range of corporate 
and commercial transactions. 

Sean specialises in the corporate/commercial sector with a particular focus on:
 
 •  Capital markets – regulatory compliance, fund raising and investments;

 •  Acquisitions and disposals of business enterprises and assets;

 •  Initial public offerings and listings of securities on recognised stock 

  exchanges in New Zealand and Australia;

 • Offerings of debt, equity and participatory securities in New Zealand;

 • Advising listed companies;

 • Contractual arrangements between corporates;

 • General commercial and corporate related matters.

Sean advises on initial public offerings and the quotation of equity securities (including ordinary 
shares, capital notes and mandatory convertible notes) on the NZSX, NZAX and ASX markets. Sean 
has also been instructed on numerous reverse listings on NZSX and NZAX.
Sean is also regularly involved in the structuring of issues and the preparation of offer documents 
for fi nancial products and investments, limited partnerships, unit trusts, debenture stock and other 
debt instruments.

Sean is also a director of several small cap listed companies and a public issuer fi nance company.
A schedule of material transactions that Sean has worked on within the capital markets sector are 
provided in Annexure 1 of this Report.  



 MERITS OF LISTING

Overview
The listing process essentially comprises the stakeholders of a business resolving to have the 
securities (usually shares) in their enterprise listed on a recognised stock exchange.

Often the listing process is undertaken in conjunction with the business raising new capital by the 
offer of new (or existing) securities in that business to members of the public. In the situation where 
the business is undertaking its fi rst offering of securities to members of the public, this process is 
often referred to as an “initial public offering” or an “IPO”.

Benefits of Listing
Depending upon the particular objectives of the stakeholders in a business, the IPO and/or listing 
process can achieve the following commercial objectives for its stakeholders:

 • Assisting the business with securing new equity and/or debt investment to fund a   
  particular acquisition project or working capital generally;

 • Provide a mechanism for stakeholders to realise their investment by selling down part 
  of their shareholding interest in the business in conjunction with the IPO/listing process;

 • Providing the business with greater access to equity and debt investment post IPO/
  listing, given the attraction to prospective investors of being able to invest in securities 
  of a public entity with a liquid trading market for those securities;

 • Strengthening the business profi le and brand of a business through being listed on a 
  stock exchange;

 • Confi rmation of the integrity of the business having regard to the regulatory compliance 
  requirements that the business must comply with post IPO/listing. These requirements  
  include:

    - ensuring that sound corporate governance practices are followed;

   - adherence to the “continuous disclosure” regime requiring the disclosure to the 
     market of matters material to the business enterprise;

 • Provide liquidity in the securities of the business and enabling stakeholders to realise all 
  or part of their investment post IPO/listing;

 •  The Company can utilise its listed shares as “currency” to partially or fully fund 
  potential acquisitions.



Obligations associated with being listed
With the listing of a Company also comes greater obligation and scrutiny. Some of these additional 
obligations include:

 • Compliance with a wider range of additional legislative and regulatory requirements, such as:

  - the Securities Act;

  - the Securities Markets Act;

  - the Financial Reporting Act;

  - the Listing Rules of the stock exchange;

 • Compliance with the continuous disclosure regime which dictates that the Company be 
  required to immediately disclose material information to the market as it arises, whether 
  it be good or bad;

 • Restrictions on the ability of executives and directors from freely dealing with their shares 
  otherwise than in compliance with the insider trading regime;

 • Following the introduction of new shareholders to the Company, the dynamics of the 
  management of the operations of the business at Board level  may change given all 
  decisions of the Board will need to be undertaken on commercial and arms length terms 
  independent of any directors or major shareholders interests;

 • The Company is required to disclose its annual and half year fi nancial results to the market. 
  This information will be disclosed to the market at large and will be accessible to the 
  Company’s customers and competitors;

 • The obligations, and prospective liability of the directors of the Company increases as a 
  consequence of the imposition of greater compliance obligations being imposed upon 
  those directors.

The imposition of these additional obligations can sometime be seen to be onerous. However, in 
real terms, they should be seen as ensuring that the business complies with best business and 
corporate practice. At the end of the day that is what all good commercial enterprises should be 
ideally seeking to achieve. If a business does follow best business practice, and the underlying 
business is sound, then barring unforeseen circumstances the business should prosper in the listed 
environment.

 



  THE ALTERNATIVE LISTING PROCESSES

The listing of the securities in a Company on a stock exchange can be primarily facilitated in one of 
three ways:

 • IPO: An initial public offering of the shares in the Company that owns the Business to 
  members of the public;

   The offer of shares is made pursuant to a registered prospectus and an investment 
   statement;

   Upon completion of the issue of the new shares to new investors, the shares in the 
   Company that owns the Business are then quoted on the stock exchange;

   We have been involved in the undertaking of a number of IPO’s in both New Zealand 
   and Australia.

 • Reverse Listing: The listing of the Business via a “reverse listing” transaction – 
  whereby the shares of the Business are acquired by a company that is already listed on 
  a stock exchange;

   The shareholders in the Company are issued shares in the listed vehicle as part of the 
   satisfaction of the purchase price for the Business;

   Upon the completion of the transaction, the shareholders of the Business are the 
   holders of a signifi cant proportion of the shares on issue in the listed company – 
   usually a signifi cant controlling interest; 

   We have been involved in a signifi cant number of reverse listings in both New Zealand 
   and Australia. We have more experience than any other fi rm in the reverse listing process. 

 • Compliance Listing: The listing of the Company’s shares via a “compliance listing” whereby 
  the Company that owns the business satisfi es the listing requirements of the stock 
  exchange and makes a successful application to the stock exchange for the shares in that 
  Company to be listed;

  This process may or may not be undertaken in conjunction with a capital raising;

  We have developed a number of mechanisms/structures by which a compliance listing 
  can be undertaken expeditiously and cost effectively compared to traditional methodologies.

  Further information about each of the aforementioned listing processes is 
  available upon request.

 



 CAPITAL RAISING STRATEGIES 

Capital Raising Strategies
Being a listed vehicle provides a Company with far greater fl exibility to raise capital and debt. The 
principal reason being that prospective investors prefer to invest in publicly listed securities as 
opposed to securities in private companies. An investment in listed securities  provides an investor 
with a greater opportunity to dispose of their investment via the sale of their shares on a liquid 
trading platform, namely the stock market.

A summary of the principal capital raising initiatives and opportunities afforded a listed company are 
provided below:

Pre listing investment
In conjunction with the listing/IPO, the Company could seek to raise an amount of capital prior to 
the completion of the listing/IPO. In order to attract this investment capital, the investment is often 
priced at a discount to the proposed /listing IPO valuation.

Alternatively, the existing shareholders of the Company could seek to sell down a part of their 
shareholding to a prospective investor via a pre /listing IPO placement.

Private Placement
Following the completion of the listing, the Company could undertake a private placement of new 
equity securities (which by defi nition includes a share and any type of security that converts into a 
share ie convertible notes or options), provided that:

 • The offer is made exclusively to suitably qualifi ed investors; 

 • The total number of new equity securities does not exceed 20% of the total number 
  of equity securities on issue at the time of the placement (in the event that case of 
  NZSX listed companies), or 25% of the total number of equity securities on issue at the 
  time of the placement (in the event that case of NZAX listed companies).

The Company could issue ordinary shares, convertible notes and/or options to acquire ordinary 
shares under this strategy.

The Company could also issue debt securities (i.e debentures, capital notes or convertible notes) 
pursuant to a private placement.

Provided the offer is structured so as to be compliant with New Zealand securities laws, the equity 
securities and debt securities could be issued without requiring a registered prospectus and an 
investment statement.



Rights Issue
The Company could undertake a pro rata renounceable rights issue of equity securities and/or debt 
securities.

In a rights issue each shareholder would be entitled to subscribe for new equity securities in 
accordance with their proportionate shareholding in the Company.

Those shareholders wishing to subscribe for more than their rights entitlement under the issue, and 
external investors who are not existing shareholders in the Company, are entitled to acquire “rights 
to acquire securities” on the market and exercise those rights to acquire additional equity securities 
under the rights issue.

Under a rights issue scenario, a short form prospectus (and investment statement) is required to be 
produced and shareholders have the right to trade their rights on the market.

The rights issue can be underwritten.

Share Purchase Plan (SPP)
The SPP is designed as a quick and effective way to raise capital from shareholders at low cost. 
The Company could undertake an issue of ordinary shares to the shareholders for a consideration 
not exceeding $15,000 per existing shareholder. The number of shares that may be issued under 
this mechanism is capped at an amount of shares not greater than 30% of the number of fully paid 
shares carrying votes that are already on issue.

No prospectus is required – instead the offer is required to be made via a short form offer document.

The issue can be underwritten.

Open Issue
The Company could undertake an offer of equity securities or debt securities to the public at large 
pursuant to a full registered prospectus and an investment statement.

The issue can be underwritten



Debt Issue
The Company could issue debt securities (capital notes, convertible notes, bonds or debentures) to 
the market at large or to existing shareholders (pursuant to a rights issue).
In respect of all debt securities, the Company would be obliged to engage a statutorily approved 
trustee to act as a trustee for the debt issue and comply with the obligations of the Securities Act in 
that regard, including the entry into a Trust Deed constituting the Debt Securities with the Trustee.

The offer of debt securities is required to be made via a prospectus and investment statement.

Sell down of existing shares
Post completion of the listing, the existing shareholders of the Company could seek to sell down a 
part of their shareholding to a prospective investor pursuant to a private off market placement.



  WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU

In the context of the prospective listing process, we can assist your business as follows:

 • Explaining the listing process to you;

 • Identifying the pros and cons of the listing process insofar as they relate to your business;

 • Undertaking a review of your business operations and provide you with an assessment 
  and evaluation of the prospects of listing the securities of your Company on a recognised 
  stock exchange, including the provision of advice in respect of;

  - an assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of your Company’s business model;

  - an assessment of the manner in which the Company’s existing assets can be structured 
   in the most optimal manner;

  - a discussion of the various options by which the Company may be listed and raise capital;

  - an assessment of comparable company performance;

  - an appraisal of the strengths, risks and opportunities associated with the Company’s 
   business operations.

 • Project manage the listing process on your behalf;

 • Sponsor your business onto the NZAX or NZSX markets in New Zealand;

 • Assist you with raising new capital as part of the listing process;

 • Provide you with strategic advice about potential investors and partners in the process;

 • Undertake the legal work associated with the listing process;

 • Introduce you to professional directors, investment bankers, auditors and share registrars 
  who may add value to the listing process and the post listing environment for you;



 CONTACT US

We can be contacted as follows:

Sean Joyce – Corporate Counsel

PO Box 105 745
Auckland City
Auckland 1143

Mobile:  +64 21 865 704
Email:   sean@corporate-counsel.co.nz

 
 
 



  ANNEXURE 1 - MATERIAL TRANSACTIONS 
  IN THE CAPITAL MARKETS SECTOR 

NZX / NZAX Equity Listings – IPO
 

 • Listing of Snakk Media Limited on the NZAX

 • Listing of Delegat’s Group Limited on NZSX

 • Listing of Jasons Travel Media Limited on NZAX

 • Listing of Eastern Hi Fi Group Limited on NZAX 

 • Listing of New Zealand Finance Holdings Limited on NZSX

 • Listing of Dominion Finance Holdings Limited on NZSX

 • Listing of Zintel Group Limited on NZAX

 • Software of Excellence International Limited – pre IPO placement, IPO and NZX listing

 • National Mail New Zealand Limited – pre IPO convertible note placement, 

  IPO and NZX listing 

 • Numerous rights issues of debt and equity securities for listed issuers 

Debt Securities and Listings
 

 • Issue of Kauri Notes by Savings & Investments Limited – a “re-pack” of an international 
  hedge fund security issued by Merrill Lynch International

 • Listing of Capital Notes issued by Dominion Finance Holdings Limited on the NZDX

 • Rights Issue for Mandatory Convertible Notes in Software of Excellence International Limited

 • Listing of Capital Notes issued by Delegat’s Group Limited on NZDX 

 • Issue of Kauri Currency Hedge Unit Trust by Savings & Investments Limited 

 • Prospectus issues for debt securities, life insurance, superannuation schemes and unit 
  trusts for numerous issuers including ASB Bank Limited and Sovereign Assurance 
  Company Limited

 • Issue of Debenture Stock by New Zealand Finance Limited

 • Issue of Debenture Stock by Numeria Finance Limited

 • Issue of Debenture Stock by Dominion Finance Group Limited

 • Issue of Debenture Stock by North South Finance Limited

 • Issue of Debenture Stock by Finance Direct Limited



NZX and NZAX Reverse Listings

 • Reverse listing of SeaDragon Marine Oils into Claridge Capital Limited on the NZSX

 • Reverse listing of VMob Limited (2012 NZ High Tech Awards fi nalist) into Velo Capital 
  Limited on the NZAX

 • Currently working on the compliance listing of Snakk Media Limited on the NZAX

 • Reverse Listing of RIS Group Limited into Holly Springs Investments Limited on the NZAX

 • Reverse listing of Orion Minerals Group Limited into RLV No 3 Limited on the NZAX

 • Reverse listing of ICP Bio Limited into Australian Property Holdings Group Limited on the NZX

 • Reverse listing of Charlies Trading Company Limited into Spectrum Resources Limited on
  the NZX

 • Reverse listing of Plus SMS Holdings Limited into RetailX Limited on the NZAX

 • Reverse listing of New Image International Limited into Selector Group Limited, a 
  company listed on NZX

 • Reverse listing of Media Technology Group Limited into Strathmore Group Limited on the NZX

 • Reverse takeover and listing of Queen Charlotte Holdings Limited by Aquaria 21 on the NZX

 • Reverse takeover and listing of AQL Holdings Limited by Organic Interceptor on the NZX

 • Reverse takeover and listing of Strathmore Group Limited on the NZX

 • Reverse takeover and listing of Fever Pitch International Limited by Kidicorp Group Limited 
  on the NZAX

Mergers, Acquisitions and Takeovers

 • Acquisition of all of the New Zealand based ABC Childcare Centres by Kidicorp Group Limited

 • Takeover of Oyster Bay Marlborough Vineyards Limited by Delegat’s Group Limited

 • Acquisition and development of the Hampton Downs landfi ll by Envirowaste Services Limited

 • Sale of Audiology business assets of Abano Health to NHC Limited

 • Private equity placement in NextWindow Limited to Jolimont Capital Pty Limited



 • Takeover of Kidicorp Group Limited by Mitchell Investment Trust (acting for offeror) 
  – on the NZAX

 • Takeover of Software of Excellence International Limited by Henry Schein (acting for 
  target) – on the NZAX

 • Merger by Scheme of Arrangement of Pyne Gould Guinness Limited with 
  Wrightsons Limited

 •  Delegat’s Group Limited partial takeover offer for Oyster Bay Marlborough Vineyards 
  Limited – on the NZAX 

 •  New Zealand Finance Holdings Limited takeover of Mike Pero Mortgages Limited

 •  Dominion Finance Group Limited acquisition of North South Finance Limited for a gross 
  consideration in excess of $35 million

 •  Takeover of National Mail New Zealand Limited by Paul Meyer

Australian Transactions
 
 • Reverse listing of Meter Eye Limited (Winner of the 2012 New Zealand High Tech Awards) 
  into Empire Beer Group Limited on the ASX. 

 • Dual listing of L & M Petroleum on the ASX and NZSX

 • CommSoft Group Limited – migration to Australia, IPO and ASX listing 

 • Reverse takeover of Canbet Limited into an ASX listed company

 


